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Fragrance is the key to making a long-lasting impression. It
really is that simple. Our brains are programmed to associate
scent with memory, so even the faintest aroma can evoke a
recollective wave of emotion. Crabtree & Evelyn understands
this.  Drawing  inspiration  from  the  quintessential  English
garden,  they  have  been  dedicated  to  creating  original
fragrances  and  luxurious  bath  and  body  products  that
“transform everyday rituals into extraordinarily pleasurable
experiences” since 1972.

If you’re hoping to make a positive impression on a certain
someone, or just want to brighten up the day for those around
you, try their beautiful new fragrance collection, Somerset
Meadow.
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The  meadows  of  Somerset  are  among  England’s  most  revered
natural beauties and this new collection successfully captures
the scent of nature at its most spectacular.

Notes  of  sparkling  bergamot  and  dew-kissed  blackberry  are
perfectly balanced with the bitter greens of ivy and fern. A
heart  of  white  blossoms,  water  lily  and  earthy  geranium
flourishes as if warmed by the morning sun, whilst creamy
musk, willow and moss bring a soft, sensuous touch.

Now,  one  lucky  CupidsPulse.com  reader  will  win  the  full
Somerset Meadow collection. Valued at $123, this collection
includes Somerset Meadow Bath & Shower Gel, Somerset Meadow
Body Lotion, Somerset Meadow Eau de Toilette, Somerset Meadow
Perfume Gel and Somerset Meadow Hand Therapy. Each product is
imbued  with  the  light,  fruity-floral  scent  of  an  idyllic
English  landscape.  Don’t  miss  this  opportunity  to  pamper
yourself and make an impression on your first date!

GIVEAWAY ALERT: To enter for a chance to win The Somerset
Meadow collection, go to our Facebook page and click “like.”
Leave a comment under our giveaway post letting us know why
you want to enter the contest. We will contact the winner
via Facebook when the contest is over, and they will have
three days to respond back with their contact information. The
deadline to enter is 5 pm EST on Monday, June 24th. Good luck!

Congratulations to Lynette Barbieri!


